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Product Warranty and Terms of Use
Copyright © 2016       Allied Computer Graphics, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any 
form, or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the 
prior written consent of Allied Computer Graphics, Inc.

The software described in this publication is furnished under license and may only be used or 
copied in accordance with the terms of that license.  A copy of the license covering this software 
appears on the last page of this publication.

Publication Inaccuracies:  The information in this publication is furnished for informational use 
only, is subject to change without notice and should not be construed as a commitment by Allied 
Computer Graphics, Inc.  Allied Computer Graphics, Inc. assumes no responsibility or liability for 
any errors or inaccuracies that may appear in this publication.

Changes and Omissions:  The nature of the data provided in the software is such, that some of it 
may change or go out of date or, for a variety of reasons, not appear as printed in this publication 
or not appear in the collection at all.  Allied Computer Graphics, Inc. strives to keep the collection 
up to date and of the highest quality possible.  Allied Computer Graphics, Inc. shall not, however, 
bear any responsibility or liability for any item omitted from the collection for reasons beyond its 
control that may appear in this publication or various advertising associated with the collection.  
Allied Computer Graphics, Inc. reserves the right to substitute or remove any of the images contained 
in this collection at any time and without prior notice.

Product Warranty:  All Plotter Art™ files and media are warranted free from defects in materials 
and workmanship for a period of 90 days from date of purchase.  The remedy for any defect shall be 
limited to repair or replacement.  Allied Computer Graphics, Inc. assumes no liability for any loss 
under any legal theory connected with the use of its software.  Please call to report any problem 
as soon as discovered.

Technical Support:  Technical support is available during normal business hours to Plotter 
Art™ licensees.  Support is available by emailing support@allcompu.com.

Plotter Art™ is a trademark of Allied Computer Graphics, Inc.  Software Copyright © 2016 
Allied Computer Graphics, Inc.  All rights reserved except as granted by license.

Allied Computer Graphics, Inc.

email:  allcompu@allcompu.com
Internet:  http://www.allcompu.com
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Introduction
Congratulations!  You have invested in some of the finest quality original art available anywhere.  
We thank you for your purchase and sincerely believe that you will find outstanding value in this 
collection for many years to come.

Plotter Art™ Seamless Texture Tiles Volume Three is a library of high quality digital artwork.  
Each image has been carefully created with the primary aim of being used as a design 
component in the creation of high resolution designs for print or for print and cut production.  
Most of the images include extensive use of lighting and three dimensional effects which 
provide a level of complexity, depth, detail and realism that will make your designs come alive.

Because each image is a seamless texture tile, they are ideal for creating larger backgrounds and 
fills.  Tiles are simply placed next to one another to create as large a high resolution background 
as needed for your design.  The join points, or seams, are not visible even in huge prints.

In order to provide high quality results in the larger sizes required for wide format printing, as 
well as making the collection easier to use, the following features are present:

• All	 images	are	uniform	 in	 size,	3600	x	3600	pixels,	and	will	 repeat	 seamlessly	 in 
your	favorite	image	editing	program.		Most	images	will	tile	seamlessly	on	all	four 
sides.		A	small	percentage	are	limited	by	their	design	to	tiling	only	horizontally	or 
only	vertically.

• All	images	are	mastered	as	Photoshop	files	and	then	used	to	create	first	generation 
JPG	 or	 PNG	 files	 for	 your	 ease	 of	 use.	 	 Most	 images	 are	 provided	 as	Maximum 
Quality	JPG	files	while	those	which	utilize	transparency	are	provided	as	PNG	files.

• This	 Image	 Catalog	 and	User	 Guide	 to	 provide	 basic	 instructions	 for	 using	 the 
artwork	as	well	as	finding	what	you	need	easily.	

Plotter Art™ Seamless Texture Tiles are intended for use in systems designed for printing with 
process colors.  They are fully suitable for all forms of process color printing and for 
incorporating into larger designs.

The Plotter Art™ Seamless Texture Tiles Volume Three Collection contains 600 images plus one 
bonus image for adding tileable highlights and shadows to any tile.

This User Guide and the accompanying digital files are licensed to you.  Please read the Terms of 
Use and Software License Agreement located just ahead of this section and at the back of the 
Image Catalog.  The Plotter Art™ Seamless Texture Tiles Volume Three Collection represents 
hundreds of hours of work.  Please do not duplicate our work or provide copies of individual 
images to others.

Your suggestions for improving our collections are welcome.  Please let us know how you like 
our work and what images you’d like to see in the future.
Adobe Illustrator® and PhotoShop® are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc.  Macintosh® is a registered trademark of 
Apple Computer, Inc.  Windows® is a registered trademark of Microsoft.  Plotter Art™ is a trademark of Allied Computer 
Graphics, Inc.  CorelDRAW® and PhotoPaint® are registered trademarks of Corel Corporation.  Omega® is a registered trademark of 
Gerber Scientific Products, Inc.  Flexisign® is a registered trademark of SA International, Inc.  SignLab® is a registered trademark of 
Cadlink Technology Corporation. Any other trademarks mentioned in this publication are the property of their respective owners.
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About This User Guide and Using Plotter Art™ Files
This User Guide has been prepared to insure that you will get the best value and ease of use from your Plotter 
Art™ collection.  This Guide not only shows every image in the collection.  It also provides the following 
information:

• A	short	description	of	the	image

• The	file	name	which	will	be	either	a	JPG	or	a	PNG	file
depending	on	its	nature

• Getting	technical	support

• Installation	instructions	and	suggestions

• Usage	information

This User Guide is written to cover both Windows and Macintosh computers and a number of 
specific programs used in sign making and graphic design.  Terminology varies for the same or similar things 
between different programs.  To the extent that it effects the use of Plotter Art™ files, we have included a 
short list of terms and definitions.

This User Guide makes certain assumptions. It assumes that you are familiar with how to copy files, 
create directories or folders, and change directories or folders in order to locate your files when you 
require them.  If you are not familiar with these basic operating skills, you are strongly advised to refer to 
your Windows or Macintosh documentation and User Guides.

Technical Support
Technical support is available to all licensees during normal business hours (eastern time) by email at 
support@allcompu.com.  If you need technical support, the following information is required:

Your name, company name, telephone number including area code, date of purchase, from whom 
purchased, your system platform (PC or Mac), the name and version number of the program you are 
using, and the nature of the problem you are having.

Installation
Your Plotter Art™ collection is not a program or an application.  Rather, it is a group of saved, fully edited 
graphics files.  It does not, therefore, require installation in the usual sense.  The files are not 
compressed and are ready-to-use by your sign making and graphics applications simply by opening or 
importing them from within that application as appropriate for the program you are using.

Installation then, will depend on your own personal preference and the requirements of the 
application programs with which you use them.  While we are not the final authority on the 
requirements of every possible program, you can expect no problems in using Plotter Art™ files with 
any application that will open or import JPG and PNG file formats.  These include, in no particular 
order:  Adobe Photoshop, Corel PhotoPaint, FlexiSign, Gerber Omega, SignLab, Adobe Illustrator, 
CorelDraw, Macromedia Freehand, and a host of others.
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Terminology & Definitions
Open To open a saved file into a new workspace.

Import To open a saved file into an existing workspace.  Also known as Merge and Place 
in some applications.

Layer An Adobe Photoshop term describing a portion of the workspace containing an 
image which can be edited separately from the balance of the total image.

Object A Corel PhotoPaint term describing a portion of the workspace containing an 
image which can be edited separately from the balance of the total image.

Flatten A flattened image has no layers or objects. The complete image is on one locked 
background.

Group To bind a number of individual objects or layers together as one object.  This 
serves to make selection easier.

Ungroup To remove the Group attribute to allow for selection of individual objects or 
layers.

Justify To align two or more objects or layers on the same horizontal or vertical axis.

Organization of the Collection
The collection is organized into twelve sections as listed in the Table of Contents on page 3.  The 
image files are organized into twelve category folders in the ZIP file using the same category names.

Using Seamless Texture Tiles
Plotter Art™ Seamless Texture Tiles are high resolution bitmap images intended for use as design 
components in creating large backgrounds or fills.  Seamless tiles possess the unique feature of being 
able to match and blend together when placed along side of one another in a larger workspace.  
This enables you to create high resolution backgrounds at any size desired.  In most cases, the tiles 
will match on all four sides.  In a few cases due to design, the tiles will only match horizontally or 
vertically.

All tiles in the collection measure 3600 x 3600 pixels or 12 inches x 12 inches at 300 PPI.  Most 
of the tiles are opaque, flattened, first generation JPG files.  A small percentage, such as fences, 
use transparency to allow other images to show through, and are provided in unflattened PNG 
format.

Tiles are shown in this user guide with the following footnotes next to the file name to distinguish 
them:

None Tile matches on all four sides and is an opaque, flattened JPG file

(t) Tile uses transparency and is an unflattened PNG file

(h) Tile is designed for horizontal only repeats

(v) Tile is designed for vertical only repeats
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Working with tiles is most easily done using an image editing program such as Adobe Photoshop 
or Corel PhotoPaint.  They can be worked with using most drawing and sign making programs but 
this approach will not be your best choice.  In addition, support for the transparent PNG format 
may not be available in some of these programs.  

Creating a Background with Tiles
The following is a general guide in creating a background with tiles using Adobe Photoshop:

1. Open the tile or import it into an existing workspace.  Convert background to layer if
necessary.

2. Turn on Snap to Grid if it is not already turned on.

3. Enlarge canvas to desired size.

4. Move the tile to an appropriate starting point allowing it to snap to the grid.

5. Duplicate the layer and move the new tile to an edge of the first tile.  The tile should snap
to the side of the first tile.  Repeat as necessary.

Once the background is complete, it is recommended that you merge all layers into one or flatten 
the image as appropriate for your project.

As an alternative, some programs, such as Adobe PhotoShop and FlexiSign allow the conversion 
of a seamless tile into a saved fill in a palette using the Define Pattern command. Once you have 
converted a tile, it can then be selected from the Layer Effects palette in Photoshop or from the 
swatch table you save it to in FlexiSign. This then automaticly tiles the texture and also provides 
scaling control into whatever you have selected to contain the fill.

Editing Tiles and Backgrounds
Tiles and larger backgrounds may be edited in any number of ways too extensive to cover here.  
Colorizing, adjusting of color, changing of layer blending characteristics, resizing, changing of 
color mode, etc. may be carried out to suit your needs.  Please read and understand the next three 
paragraphs, however, to avoid unexpected problems.

Important Note:  Resizing of seamless tiles and backgrounds created from seamless tiles 
requires certain precautions due to the nature of seamless tiles and the way in which image editors 
work.  This precaution only applies if you need to retain the seamless characteristics of your fill for 
additional tiling at this point in your design.

It is the nature of seamless tiles that they must be flattened before they are resized.  Failure to 
do so will result in a slight change of the edge color of the tile or tiles, making the seams visible.  
Therefore, before you resize, flatten the image and then convert it back to a layer  or an object after 
resizing if necessary.

In addition, similar issues can occur when resizing if you do not resize in even increments of double 
or half.  In other words, it is correct to resize a tile to 50% or 25% or 200% of its original size but 
odd increments such as 45% of original size may result in problems if you plan to use the image 
for additional tiling.  
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If you experience discoloration of tile edges, there is a fairly easy way to fix it:

1. In an image editor such as Photoshop or Photopaint, merge all tile layers into one.

2. Duplicate the layer

3. Merge the original and the duplicate layer into one.

All seams should now be invisible.

Scaling	and	Resizing
The scale of each tile is selected for what is anticipated to be the most useful in a variety of instances.  
You may, however, want to modify the size upwards or downwards as necessary for your design 
requirements.  Sizing downwards is generally not a problem from an image quality point of view.  
In most situations, sizing upwards by up to 400% will still provide satisfactory quality when printed.  
Enlargements of more than 400% may result in loss of quality and our recommendation in such 
situations is to use special enlargement software such as OnOne’s Genuine Fractals or Alien Skin’s 
BlowUp.

Color Mode
All Plotter Art™ Seamless Texture Tiles are saved in RGB color mode.  We print from RGB all the 
time with excellent results.  If your preference is to switch to CMYK color mode, you should be able 
to do so without difficulty.  We recommend that you follow the recommendations of your image 
editing software when changing to that color mode.  This normally would be to flatten the image 
before changing the color mode.

Saving Your Designs
Although most of the images in this collection are in JPG format, this is not our recommendation 
for resaving them.  JPG provides excellent quality at a compact file size and is the choice of most 
publishers of bitmapped images and stock photography.  All of the files in this collection are first 
generation saves from Photoshop PSD masters.  JPG, however, uses a compression method which 
is not suitable for repeated saves and will result in visible quality loss after several resaves.  For that 
reason, we recommend that you select a different format for your saved designs such as Photoshop 
PSD, TIF, Corel CPT, Photoshop EPS, or PNG.  All of these file types will allow for repeated saving 
with no loss of quality.
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Asphalt	01
acg01032

Asphalt	02
acg01033

Asphalt	03
acg02511

Asphalt	04
acg02512

Asphalt	05
acg02513

Asphalt	06
acg02514

Asphalt	07
acg02515

Brick	Wall	31
acg02518

Brick	Wall	32
acg02519

Brick	Wall	33
acg02520

Brick	Wall	34
acg02521

Brick	Wall	35
acg02522

Brick	Wall	36
acg02523

Carpet	01
acg02250

Carpet	02
acg02251

Carpet	03
acg02252

Building Materials
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Carpet	04
acg02253

Carpet	05
acg02254

Carpet	06
acg02255

Carpet	07
acg02256

Carpet	08
acg02257

Carpet	09
acg02258

Carpet	10
acg02259

Cedar	Shake	Roof	01
acg02533

Concrete	07
acg02537

Concrete	08
acg02538

Concrete	09
acg02539

Concrete	10
acg02540

Concrete	Tile	01
acg02541

Fence	28
acg02556

Fence	29
acg02557

Glass	Block	11
acg02568

Building Materials
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Granite	05
acg02570

Granite	06
acg02571

Old	Siding	11
acg02371

Old	Siding	12
acg02372

Old	Siding	13
acg02373

Old	Siding	14
acg02374

Old	Siding	15
acg02375

Pavers	01
acg02303

Pavers	02
acg02304

Pavers	03
acg02305

Pavers	04
acg02306

Pavers	05
acg02307

Pavers	06
acg02308

Pavers	07
acg02309

Pavers	08
acg02310

Pavers	09
acg02311

Building Materials
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Pavers	10
acg02312

Pavers	11
acg02313

Pavers	12
acg02314

Pavers	13
acg02315

Pavers	14
acg02316

Pavers	15
acg02317

Pavers	16
acg02318

Pavers	17
acg02319

Pavers	18
acg02320

Pavers	19
acg02321

Pavers	20
acg02322

Pavers	21
acg02323

Pavers	22
acg02324

Pavers	23
acg02325

Pavers	24
acg02326

Pavers	25
acg02608

Building Materials
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Pavers	26
acg02609

Pavers	27
acg02610

Pavers	28
acg02611

Pavers	29
acg02612

Pavers	30
acg02613

Pavers	31
acg02614

Pavers	32
acg02615

Radial	Mosaic	Pavers	01
acg02327

Radial	Mosaic	Pavers	02
acg02328

Radial	Mosaic	Pavers	03
acg02329

Radial	Mosaic	Pavers	04
acg02330

Radial	Mosaic	Pavers	05
acg02331

Radial	Mosaic	Pavers	06
acg02332

Radial	Mosaic	Pavers	07
acg02333

Radial	Mosaic	Pavers	08
acg02334

Radial	Mosaic	Pavers	09
acg02335

Building Materials
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Radial	Mosaic	Pavers	10
acg02622

Siding	01
acg02670

Siding	02
acg02671

Siding	03
acg02672

Siding	04
acg02673

Siding	05
acg02674

Siding	06
acg02675

Siding	07
acg02676

Spanish	Tile	Roof	03
acg02678

Straw	Roof	01
acg02680

Terrazzo	04
acg02682

Terrazzo	05
acg02683

Trellis	01
acg02695

Building Materials
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Aerial	View	01
acg02172

Aerial	View	02
acg02173

Aerial	View	03
acg02174

Building	01
acg02406

Building	02
acg02407

Building	03
acg02408

Building	04
acg02409

Building	05
acg02410

Building	06
acg02411

Building	07
acg02412

Building	08
acg02413

Building	09
acg02414

Building	10
acg02415

Building	at	Night	01
acg02416

Building	at	Night	02
acg02417

Building	at	Night	03
acg02418

Buildings and Structures
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Building	at	Night	04
acg02419

Skyline	01
acg02356	(h)

Skyline	02
acg02357	(h)

Skyline	03
acg02358	(h)

Skyline	04
acg02359	(h)

Wall	01
acg02696

Wall	02
acg02697

Wall	03
acg02698

Wall	04
acg02699

Wall	05
acg02700

Wall	06
acg02701

Wall	07
acg02702

Wall	08
acg02703

Wall	09
acg02704

Wall	10
acg02705

Wall	11
acg02706

File Notes:  (t) = Transparent Background  •  (h) = Horizontal Repeats Only  •  (v) = Vertical Repeats Only

Buildings and Structures
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Wall	12
acg02707

Wall	13
acg02708

Wall	14
acg02709

Wall	15
acg02710

Wall	16
acg02711

Wall	17
acg02712

Wall	18
acg02713

Wall	19
acg02714

Wall	20
acg02715

Wall	21
acg02716

Wall	22
acg02717

Buildings and Structures
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Digital	Camouglage	01
acg00760

Camouflage

Digital	Camouglage	05
acg00764

Digital	Camouglage	06
acg00765

Digital	Camouglage	07
acg00766

Digital	Camouglage	08
acg00767

Digital	Camouglage	02
acg00761

Digital	Camouglage	03
acg00762

Digital	Camouglage	04
acg00763

Digital	Camouglage	09
acg00768
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Basket	Weave	01
acg02184

Basket	Weave	02
acg02185

Basket	Weave	03
acg02186

Basket	Weave	04
acg02187

Basket	Weave	05
acg02188

Basket	Weave	06
acg02189

Basket	Weave	07
acg02190

Basket	Weave	08
acg02191

Fabrics and Weaves

Basket	Weave	09
acg02192

Basket	Weave	10
acg02193

Basket	Weave	11
acg02194

Basket	Weave	12
acg02195

Basket	Weave	13
acg02196

Basket	Weave	14
acg02197

Basket	Weave	15
acg02198

Basket	Weave	16
acg02199
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File Notes:  (t) = Transparent Background  •  (h) = Horizontal Repeats Only  •  (v) = Vertical Repeats Only

Fabrics and Weaves

Basket	Weave	17
acg02200

Basket	Weave	18
acg02201

Basket	Weave	19
acg02202

Basket	Weave	20
acg02203

Basket	Weave	21
acg02204

Basket	Weave	22
acg02205

Basket	Weave	23
acg02206

Basket	Weave	24
acg02207

Basket	Weave	25
acg02208

Basket	Weave	26
acg02209

Basket	Weave	27
acg02210

Basket	Weave	28
acg02211

Basket	Weave	29
acg02212

Basket	Weave	30
acg02213

Gingham	01
acg02457

Gingham	02
acg02458
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Gingham	03
acg02459

Gingham	04
acg02460

Gingham	05
acg02461

Harlequin	01
acg02300

Rattan	01
acg02336

Rattan	02
acg02337

Rattan	03
acg02338

Rattan	04
acg02339

Rattan	05
acg02340

Rattan	06
acg02341

Rattan	07
acg02342

Fabrics and Weaves

Gingham	06
acg02462

Gingham	07
acg02463

Gingham	08
acg02464

Gingham	09
acg02465

Gingham	10
acg02466
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Rattan	08
acg02343

Rattan	09
acg02344

Rattan	10
acg02345

Rattan	11
acg02346

Rattan	12
acg02347

Southwest	Fabric	01
acg02483

Southwest	Fabric	02
acg02484

Southwest	Fabric	03
acg02485

Southwest	Fabric	04
acg02486

Southwest	Fabric	05
acg02487

Southwest	Fabric	06
acg02488

Southwest	Fabric	07
acg02489

Southwest	Fabric	08
acg02490

Southwest	Fabric	09
acg02491

Southwest	Fabric	10
acg02492

Fabrics and Weaves

Twill	Weave	01
acg02443
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Twill	Weave	02
acg02444

Twill	Weave	03
acg02445

Twill	Weave	04
acg02446

Twill	Weave	10
acg02452

Fabrics and Weaves

Twill	Weave	05
acg02447

Twill	Weave	06
acg02448

Twill	Weave	07
acg02449

Twill	Weave	08
acg02450

Twill	Weave	09
acg02451
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Embers	01
acg02723

Fire	04
acg02724

Fire	05
acg02725

Animal	Crackers	01
acg02753

Apples	01
acg02782

Apples	02
acg02783

Apples	04
acg02785

Black	Eyed	Peas	01
acg02362

Brownies	01
acg02746

Candy	-Coated
acg02740

Fire

Candy	-	Chocolates
acg02741

Food and Drink
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Candy	-	Caramels
acg02742

Candy	Canes
acg02743

Candy	Corn
acg02158

Carbonation	03
acg02226

Carbonation	04
acg02227

Carbonation	05
acg02228

Carbonation	06
acg02229

Carbonation	07
acg02230

Carbonation	08
acg02231

Carbonation	09
acg02232

Carbonation	10
acg02233

Food and Drink

Candy	-	Marzipan
acg02744

Candy	-	Lollipops
acg02745

Candy	-	Jelly	Beans
acg02738

Carbonation	01
acg02224

Carbonation	02
acg02225
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Carbonation	11
acg02234

Carbonation	12
acg02235

Carbonation	13
acg02236

Carbonation	14
acg02237

Carbonation	15
acg02238

Carbonation	16
acg02239

Carbonation	17
acg02240

Carbonation	18
acg02241

Chestnuts	01
acg02729

Chick	Peas	01
acg02535

Chick	Peas	02
acg02736

Citrus	01
acg02420

Citrus	02
acg02421

Citrus	03
acg02422

Citrus	04
acg02423

Food and Drink

Citrus	05
acg02424
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Citrus	06
acg02425

Citrus	07
acg02426

Cookies	01
acg02747

Cookies - Gingerbread
acg02754

Hazelnuts	01
acg02730

Ice	Cream	Bars	01
acg02756

Ice	Cubes	01
acg02786

Lemons	01
acg02781

Peas	01
acg02731

Pecans	02
acg02776

Pickles	01
acg02733

Food and Drink

Cookies	02
acg02748

Cookies	03
acg02749

Cookies	04
acg02750

Cookies	05
acg02751

Cookies	06
acg02752
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Pretzels	01
acg02755

Pumpkin	Seeds	01
acg02621

Strawberries	02
acg02727

Strawberries	03
acg02780

Tomatos	02
acg02161

Walnuts	01
acg02734

Boilerplate	01
acg02517

Bumped	Metal-4	01
acg02076

Bumped	Metal-4	02
acg02077

Food and Drink

Bumped	Metal-4	03
acg02078

Metals
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Bumped	Metal-4	04
acg02079

Bumped	Metal-4	05
acg02080

Bumped	Metal-4	06
acg02081

Bumped	Metal-4	12
acg02087

Bumped	Metal-4	13
acg02088

Bumped	Metal-4	14
acg02089

Bumped	Metal-4	15
acg02090

Bumped	Metal-4	16
acg02091

Bumped	Metal-4	17
acg02092

Bumped	Metal-4	18
acg02093

Bumped	Metal-4	19
acg02094

Metals

Bumped	Metal-4	07
acg02082

Bumped	Metal-4	08
acg02083

Bumped	Metal-4	09
acg02084

Bumped	Metal-4	10
acg02085

Bumped	Metal-4	11
acg02086
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Bumped	Metal-4	20
acg02095

Bumped	Metal-4	21
acg02096

Bumped	Metal-4	22
acg02097

Bumped	Metal-4	23
acg02098

Bumped	Metal-4	24
acg02099

Bumped	Metal-5	01
acg02100

Bumped	Metal-5	02
acg02101

Bumped	Metal-5	03
acg02102

Bumped	Metal-5	04
acg02103

Bumped	Metal-5	05
acg02104

Bumped	Metal-5	06
acg02105

Bumped	Metal-5	07
acg02106

Bumped	Metal-5	08
acg02107

Bumped	Metal-5	09
acg02108

Bumped	Metal-5	10
acg02109

Metals

Bumped	Metal-5	11
acg02110
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Bumped	Metal-5	12
acg02111

Bumped	Metal-5	13
acg02112

Bumped	Metal-5	14
acg02113

Bumped	Metal-5	20
acg02119

Bumped	Metal-5	21
acg02120

Bumped	Metal-5	22
acg02121

Bumped	Metal-5	23
acg02122

Bumped	Metal-5	24
acg02123

Corrugated	Siding	20
acg02274

Corrugated	Siding	21
acg02275

Corrugated	Siding	22
acg02276

Metals

Bumped	Metal-5	15
acg02114

Bumped	Metal-5	16
acg02115

Bumped	Metal-5	17
acg02116

Bumped	Metal-5	18
acg02117

Bumped	Metal-5	19
acg02118
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Corrugated	Siding	23
acg02277

Crumpled	Gold	01
acg02545

Hot	Dog	Cart	01
acg02436

Hot	Dog	Cart	02
acg02437

Riveted	Metal	01
acg02625

Rusted	Diamond	Plate	01
acg02654

Rusted	Diamond	Plate	02
acg02655

Rusted	Metal	01
acg02400

Rusted	Metal	02
acg02401

Rusted	Metal	03
acg02402

Rusted	Metal	04
acg02403

Rusted	Metal	05
acg02656

Rusted	Metal	06
acg02657

Rusted	Metal	07
acg02658

Rusted	Metal	08
acg02659

Metals

Rusted	Metal	09
acg02660
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Rusted	Metal	10
acg02661

Bubble	Wrap	01
acg02404

Bubble	Wrap	02
acg02405

Bullet	Holes	01
acg02216

Bullet	Holes	02
acg02217

Bullet	Holes	03
acg02218

Cardboard	01
acg02044

Cardboard	02
acg02045

Cardboard	03
acg02046

Metals

Miscellaneous
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Cardboard	04
acg02047

Cardboard	05
acg02048

Cardboard	06
acg02049

Corkboard	04
acg02542

Egyptian	Hieroglyphics	01 
acg02552

Egyptian	Hieroglyphics	02 
acg02553

Styrofoam	01
acg02360

Styrofoam	02
acg02361

File Notes:  (t) = Transparent Background  •  (h) = Horizontal Repeats Only  •  (v) = Vertical Repeats Only

Miscellaneous

Bonus	File	•	Shadow-Highlight	Repeatable	Overlay
acg01594	(t)
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Alligator	Hide	01
acg02507

Alligator	Hide	02
acg02508

Alligator	Hide	03
acg02509

Bamboo	01
acg02175

Bamboo	02
acg02176

 Bamboo	03
acg02177

Bamboo	04
acg02178

Bamboo	05
acg02179

Bamboo	06
acg02180

Bamboo	07
acg02181

Bamboo	08
acg02182

Nature

Alligator	Hide	04
acg02510

Animal	Skin	01
acg02453

Animal	Skin	02
acg02454

Animal	Skin	03
acg02455

Animal	Skin	04
acg02456
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Bamboo	09
acg02183

Barnacles	01
acg02516

Bone	01
acg02214

Bone	02
acg02215

Butterflies	01
acg02762

Butterflies	02
acg02763

Butterflies	03
acg02764

Butterflies	04
acg02765

Clover	01
acg02536

Crabs	01
acg02774

Cracked	Earth	01
acg02543

Crocodile	Hide	01
acg02164

Crocodile	Hide	02
acg02165

Crocodile	Hide	03
acg02166

Crocodile	Hide	04
acg02167

Nature

Crocodile	Hide	05
acg02168
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Crocodile	Hide	06
acg02169

Crocodile	Hide	07
acg02170

Crocodile	Hide	08
acg02171

Flowers	05
acg02563

Flowers	06
acg02564

Flowers	07
acg02565

Nature

Crotons	01
acg02544

Dandelions	01
acg02546

Dandelions	02
acg02547

Flowers	01
acg02559

Flowers	02
acg02560

Foliage	05
acg02160

Fur	-	Animal	01
acg02567

Fur	-	Bear	01
acg02363

Fur	-	Bear	02
acg02364

Flowers	08
acg02566
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Fur	-	Bear	03
acg02365

Fur	-	Bear	04
acg02366

Fur	-	Giraffe	01
acg02369

Fur	-	Giraffe	02
acg02370

Grass	38
acg02578

Ground	Cover	01
acg02579

Ground	Cover	02
acg02580

Nature

Ground	Cover	03
acg02581

Grass	34
acg02574

Grass	35
acg02575

Grass	36
acg02576

Grass	37
acg02577

Gold	Nuggets	01
acg02728

Gold	Nuggets	02
acg02787

Grass	32
acg02572

Grass	33
acg02573
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Ground	Cover	04
acg02582

Ground	Cover	05
acg02583

Ground	Cover	06
acg02584

Hedge	01
acg02590

Honeycomb	01
acg02301

Honeycomb	02
acg02302

Ivy	01
acg02591

Leather	21
acg02592

Leaves	01
acg02593

Leaves	02
acg02594

Leaves	04
acg02496

Nature

Ground	Cover	07
acg02585

Ground	Cover	08
acg02586

Ground	Cover	09
acg02587

Ground	Cover	10
acg02588

Ground	Cover	11
acg02589
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Leaves	05
acg02597

Lily	Pads	01
acg02598

Mud	08
acg02602

Mulch	01
acg02603

Red	Shrub	01
acg02624

Rock	01
acg02626

Rock	02
acg02627

Nature

Rock	03
acg02628

Mulch	02
acg02604

Mulch	03
acg02605

Ocean	Bottom	01
acg02771

Ocean	Bottom	02
acg02772

Pine	Needles	01
acg02616

Pine	Needles	02
acg02617

Pine	Trees	01
acg02618

Red	Berry	Bush	01
acg02623
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Rock	04
acg02629

Rock	05
acg02630

Rock	06
acg02631

Rocks	and	Gravel	01
acg02637

Rocks	and	Gravel	02
acg02638

Rocks	and	Gravel	03
acg02639

Rocks	and	Gravel	04
acg02640

Rocks	and	Gravel	05
acg02641

Rocks	and	Gravel	06
acg02642

Rocks	and	Gravel	07
acg02643

Rocks	and	Gravel	08
acg02644

Nature

Rock	07
acg02632

Rock	08
acg02633

Rock	09
acg02634

Rock	10
acg02635

Rock	11
acg02636
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Rocks	and	Gravel	09
acg02645

Rocks	and	Gravel	10
acg02646

Rocks	and	Gravel	11
acg02647

Rocks	and	Gravel	12
acg02648

Sandstone	02
acg02664

Seashells	01
acg02773

Shells	01
acg02667

Nature

Shells	02
acg02668

Rocks	and	Gravel	13
acg02649

Rocks	and	Gravel	14
acg02650

Rocks	and	Gravel	15
acg02651

Rocks	and	Gravel	16
acg02652

Rocks	and	Gravel	17
acg02653

Rose	Petals	01
acg02223

Sand	07
acg02662

Sandstone	01
acg02663
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Snow	07
acg02677

Tree	Bark	16
acg02684

Tree	Bark	17
acg02685

Tree	Bark	23
acg02691

Tree	Bark	24
acg02692

Tree	Bark	25
acg02693

Turquoise	01
acg02159

Nature

Tree	Bark	18
acg02686

Tree	Bark	19
acg02687

Tree	Bark	20
acg02688

Tree	Bark	21
acg02689

Tree	Bark	22
acg02690
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Bearings	01
acg02778

Bullets	01
acg02767

Cigarettes	01
acg02758

Cigars	01
acg02759

Currency	Mix	50-100
acg02156

Currency	-	US	Gold	Eagles
acg02157

Darts	01
acg02761

Objects and Things

Dice	01
acg02779

Currency	001
acg02148

Currency	005
acg02149

Currency	010
acg02150

Currency	020
acg02151

Currency	050
acg02152

Currency	100
acg02153

Currency	Mix	1-20
acg02154

Currency	Mix	1-100
acg02155
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Gems - Diamonds-Rubies
acg02162

Gems - Mixed
acg02163

Gems	-	Diamonds	01
acg02427

Matches	01
acg02766

Pencils	01
acg02795

Pencils	02
acg02796

Sequins	01
acg02665

Objects and Things

Gems	-	Diamonds	02
acg02775

Gems	-	Emeralds	01
acg02428

Gems	-	Opals	01
acg02429

Gems	-	Rubies	01
acg02430

Gems - Diamonds-Emeralds
acg02431

Light	Bulbs	01
acg02768

Light	Bulbs	02
acg02769

Light	Bulbs	03
acg02770

Lighters	01
acg02760
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Sequins	02
acg02666

Sports	-	Baseballs	01
acg02788

Sports	-	Footballs	01
acg02789

Sports	-	Tennis	Balls	01
acg02790

Studded	Leather	05
acg02442

Objects and Things

Sports	-	Golf	Balls	01
acg02791

Sports	-	Soccer	Balls	01
acg02792

Sports	-	Volleyballs	01
acg02793

Sports	-	Basketballs	01
acg02794

Studded	Leather	01
acg02438

Studded	Leather	02
acg02439

Studded	Leather	03
acg02440

Studded	Leather	04
acg02441
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Broken	Tile	Mosaic	01
acg02524

Broken	Tile	Mosaic	02
acg02525

Broken	Tile	Mosaic	03
acg02526

Carved	Wood	06
acg02265

Carved	Wood	07
acg02266

Carved	Wood	08
acg02267

Carved	Wood	09
acg02530

Carved	Wood	10
acg02531

Carved	Wood	11
acg02532

Ornamental

Carved	Wood	01
acg02260

Carved	Wood	02
acg02261

Carved	Wood	03
acg02262

Carved	Wood	04
acg02263

Carved	Wood	05
acg02264

Embossed	Metal	01
acg02554

Engraved	Wall	01
acg02292
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Engraved	Wall	02
acg02293

Engraved	Wall	03
acg02294

Engraved	Wall	04
acg02295

Grate	on	Granite	02
acg02494

Grate	on	Granite	03
acg02495

Grate	on	Granite	04
acg02496

Grate	on	Granite	05
acg02497

Grate	on	Granite	06
acg02498

Grate	on	Granite	07
acg02499

Ornamental

Engraved	Wall	05
acg02296

Engraved	Wall	06
acg02297

Engraved	Wall	07
acg02298

Engraved	Wall	08
acg02299

Grate	on	Granite	01
acg02493

Grate	on	Granite	08
acg02500

Mosaic	01
acg02599
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Mosaic	02
acg02600

Mosaic	03
acg02601

Decking	06
acg02548

Decking	07
acg02549

Decking	08
acg02550

Decking	09
acg02551

Paneling	01
acg02607

Plywood	02
acg02620

Ornamental

Wood	09
acg02720

Wood	10
acg02721

Wood
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Wood	Deck	01
acg02386

Wood	Deck	02
acg02387

Wood	Deck	03
acg02388

Wood

Wood	Deck	04
acg02389

Wood	Deck	05
acg02390
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End User Software License Agreement
Read this before opening the CD-ROM or DVD accompanying this user guide.  When you proceed, you are fully accepting the 
terms of this licensing agreement.

This software is owned by Allied Computer Graphics, Inc. and its licensors and is protected by United States and international 
copyright law.  There is no transfer to you of any title to or ownership of the software, copyright, trade name, trademark or other 
proprietary rights related to this software.  You must not violate these rights and you must take appropriate steps to protect the 
rights of Allied Computer Graphics, Inc.  Allied reserves the right to replace, modify, alter, improve or otherwise change this 
software.  Both the license and your right to use the software terminate automatically if you violate any portion of this agreement.   
In the event of termination, you must immediately remove the software and any instruction manuals or other documentation 
from any computer or storage device on which it resides.

Allied Computer Graphics, Inc. grants you a non-exclusive, royalty-free license to use the software as follows:

1. Permitted Uses:

a. You may use the software as part or all of a design or project to be manufactured or displayed in print, vinyl, online or
machined from any material and for any purpose, commercial or personal, for profit or not-for-profit without obligation to
pay royalties except as prohibited or limited below.

b. You may use the software subject to the rights, limitations and prohibitions of this agreement on any number of different
designs or projects.

c. You may operate the software on one computer or a local area network of computers.

d. You may store the software on one computer hard drive or local area network server.

e. You may make one backup copy of the software which automatically becomes the property of Allied Computer Graphics,
Inc. and is subject to the terms of this licensing agreement.

f. You may, after written notification to Allied Computer Graphics, Inc., transfer your rights and all the software, instruction
manuals or other documentation to any person or company, providing that person or company agrees to all the terms of
this licensing agreement. Upon transfer of your rights, all rights previously granted you will be terminated and you agree to
remove all software from your storage devices.

2. Limitations and Prohibited Uses:

a. You may not copy or distribute copies of the software, instruction manual or other documentation to others.  You may not
sub-license, sell, lend, give away, share, rent or lease any portion of the software, instruction manual or other documentation
or place any portion of the software online in a downloadable format.

b.  You may not reproduce the images as part of a product intended for sale or resale on a repetitive and ongoing basis where
the main selling feature is the image itself such as a T-shirt, mug, poster, decal, etc., without contacting Allied Computer
Graphics, Inc. in advance for permission or special enhanced licensing.  Individual custom usage such as vehicle graphics,
are excepted, providing that they are not sold on a continuing basis to more than one customer.

c. You may not display the images in a printed or online catalog as part of a product intended for sale or resale where the main 
selling feature is the image itself such as a T-shirt, mug, poster for resale, decal, etc., without contacting Allied Computer
Graphics, Inc. in advance for permission or special enhanced licensing.

d. You may not operate the software at more than one location at a time.  If you plan to operate multiple locations, please con-
tact Allied Computer Graphics, Inc. in advance for special enhanced licensing.

e. You may not claim a copyright or other intellectual property right on any works derived from or incorporating elements from 
the images regardless of the amount of modification made to the original artwork.

f. No image may be used for, or in conjunction with, projects that could be seen to be of a libelous, defamatory, pornographic
or harmful nature.

g. You may not translate, reverse engineer or create derivative works based on this software.

h. You may not transfer the software or any direct product to any person or company in violation of the United States Export
Administration Act.

Term of the Agreement:

This agreement takes effect upon payment of the posted licensing fee and continues for an indefinite term unless any of the terms 
of this agreement are violated.
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